
16.11.2016                    My reply on Te Waterkant objection. 

It is a pity that Te Waterkant never registered as a interested and affected party, and therefore  does 

not have the full history, our right to be part of the original Diaz development, and our efforts to 

accommodate the conservation of the dunes, our 10 year battle and tremendous financial loss, all to 

be part of Diaz Beach as originally planned and agreed with our neighbours.   We as owners really 

strive to establish a friendly and co-operating relationship with our neighbours, and to address the 

concerns from Te Waterkant  owners, i wish to reply as follows. 

1.  The dune will not be  removed.  Every effort  will be made to protect  the dune by erecting  

houses  on stands, to be planted by hand excavation. There is a 25m setback line from the highwater 

mark, where no activity will take place. 

2. Wild life as pheasants are found all over the housing suburbs. Buck normally found shelter in the 

veld areas away from the sea and never come as close as Diaz Beach. It should be extremely rare to 

find buck around this area. 

3. The dunes are protected with mainly  “rooi pitjie” bush . The area where the spring tide storms 

happen is within the 25m setback line and only small plants exist here.   

4. Again we will not remove the dune. Instead it would be protected  from access by unwanted 

elements from the beach. Extensive studies and reports on the dune is submitted with our 

application. 

5. Our development only constitutes about  80m of the Diaz Beach front. The area is completely at 

the South Western edge of Diaz Beach, and only visible to Pansy Cove and Te Waterkant residents. 

The 25m setback will protect  the vegetation visible from Te Waterkant.  It would be unfair to deny 

22 owners and their families to be part of Diaz Beach, while all the other developments were 

completed to the benefit of their owners, now denying the owners from the remaining development  

which form part of the original whole Diaz Development, to execute their rights. 

6. Extensive studies were executed by the Dune and Coastal Engineers included in our application. 

The gradually sea-bed sloping  towards this portion of Diaz Beach makes it one of the safest and 

most protected areas  along our coast. We are not nearer sea level then some other developments 

along Diaz Beach.  

7. The access raod was  carefully planned by our engineers. Storm water removal is an integral part 

of this  planning and is diverted to the river on the opposite side of the development   from  Te 

Waterkant. 

8. Our development  already started before June 2006 when portion of our access road was 

constructed. 

9. The  owners of  Te Waterkant  should  consider the rights and wish of our owners to be part of  a 

bigger development in which we  have  invented. 

10. The owners of our Development were denied their right for more than 10 years now, apart from 

the fact that all of us  have bought properties due to the same facts and believes  as our neighbours, 

we also  have constantly spent  on legal and approval rights, resulting in difficult financial 



complications for some of us. We will be run by a body corporate under strict rules, definitely not 

allowing any actions that would  negatively affect our neighbours. 

11. The 3D photo’s were prepared by a specialist, from plans supplied by the architect. It is to our 

best knowledge a true reflection of the development and we honestly had no intention to mislead 

anybody. 

12. As stated, our development  forms a small part, 80m  on the edge of the whole Diaz Beach 

Development, of which we were part from the beginning.   The Dune studies indicate the bush and 

vegetation on the Dune, especially further away from the 25m setback line , as not of significant 

value. No activities will take place on 25 meters  between the high water mark and our erven.  The 

kilometres long sea line in front of Diaz Beach were developed and enjoyed by their owners. Our 

development honours  the 25m setback line, and the buffer remain and is the same as the coast line 

to the Hartenbos river.. 

Yours Sincerely, 

Jan Ellis 

Chairman- Pansy Villas Trustees 


